Image retrieval is the process of retrieving images from a database. Certain algorithms have been used for traditional image retrieval. However, such retrieval involves certain limitations, such as manual image annotation, ineffective feature extraction, inability capability to handle complex queries, increased time required, and production of less accurate results. To overcome these issues, an effective image retrieval method is proposed in this study. This work intends to effectively retrieve images using a best feature extraction process. In the preprocessing of this study, a Gaussian filtering technique is used to remove the unwanted data present in the dataset. After preprocessing, feature extraction is applied to extract features, such as texture and color. Here, the texture feature is categorized as a gray level cooccurrence matrix, whereas the novel statistical and color features are considered image intensity-based color features. These features are clustered by k-means clustering for label formation. A modified genetic algorithm is used to optimize the features, and these features are classified using a novel SVMbased convolutional neural network (NSVMBCNN). Then, the performance is evaluated in terms of sensitivity, specificity, precision, recall, retrieval and recognition rate. The proposed feature extraction and modified genetic algorithm-based optimization technique outperforms existing techniques in experiments, with four different datasets used to test the proposed model. The performance of the proposed method is also better than those of the existing (RVM) regression vector machine, DSCOP, as well as the local directional order pattern (LDOP) and color co-occurrence feature + bit pattern feature (CCF + BPF) methods, in terms of the precision, recall, accuracy, sensitivity and specificity of the NSVMBCNN. 
Introduction
Recently, digital images have played a vital role in the depiction and dissemination of pictorial information. Therefore, huge sets of databases have been created and employed in various of applications, such as geographic information systems, identification of criminal activities, and multimedia encyclopedias. In several domains, such as biomedical and satellite imaging, digital images are suitable media for the storage and description of the temporal, spatial, physical and spectral components of the information. Image retrieval is mostly used in real time satellites for processing geotagged landmark images [1] . Useful information may be lost, resulting in miscategorized images. Consequently, image retrieval is useful in various fields. The retrieval process is mostly applied to computer vision recognition, pattern recognition, object visualization, and texture recognition [2] . Extracting similar images for a given query is a major problem for the image retrieval process that is known as mismatch error. Many real time applications have certain major impacts on this research, for instance, guiding mobile tourists and information inquiry services [3] . These applications include digital library managing, petroleum exploration, mineral identification, natural resource management, crop analysis, and medical imaging. For effective retrieval, feature extraction is performed. Picture retrieval can be determined using texture, color, and other features.
Feature extraction is the method in which the key points and the surrounding regions containing the raw pixel values are transformed into fewer domains that are single values [4] . Certain examples of feature extraction are the calculations of means, line thicknesses, standard deviations and distance between two pixels [5] . While applying several operators, such as measuring the size and angle of a noticed corner, there is a chance of extracting different features from similar regions. However, there are no requirements for all of the features extracted from a given area. Therefore, the unrelated features obtained are eliminated, which is called feature selection.
Next, in the feature selection approach, only a subset of the extracted features is selected. Finally, the image descriptor is a model where key point detection and feature extraction are performed together using computer vision and pattern recognition [6] . Henceforth, the input of the descriptor is specified as the raw pixel values of the descriptor, and the feature vector is an output value.
Depending on the features extracted and the training instances, effective classification is done through training the model. Mostly, domain experts only perform feature extraction and detection due to the high complexity. Thus, to automate these tasks, image descriptors have emerged, and the design part of this descriptor requires domain-expert interference. Furthermore, a huge number of training samples are usually required for the machine learning algorithms for better performance.
The key objectives of this work are focus distinguish query images from database images. Where we consider retrieving images from large databases by the use of the GLCM, NSF and IIBCF, which differ in regard to texture, color and other attributes. There are methods that try to increase the retrieval rate and reduce the retrieval time.
The processes in our work involving shape and color are as follows. We present an NSVMBCNN classifier that extracts features for the retrieval of images similar to the provided query. Moreover, we propose the GLCM and NSF are adopted for texture, and IIBCF is used for color extraction. In this study, the k-means clustering technique is used for label formation. Finally, we measure the performance of the retrieval process.
To deal with significantly image retrieval data we present three main contributions in this work. Firstly, we propose an NSVMBCNN classifier and modified genetic algorithm have been utilized for image retrieval. The accuracy of the texture feature (GLCM, NSF) can be improved to the best results. The accuracy and the retrieval rate of the challenge are lower, the proposal method overcome. Secondly, we proposed using A NSVMBCNN classifier is implemented to overcome limitations in the previous methods to come out with efficient featured extraction method and classification process. Ultimately, in our work the analysis results show our proposed method is more efficient.
In the proposed system, three different types of features, including color features (IIBCF) and texture features, are integrated to develop the hybrid feature extraction mechanism. These features are more useful for obtaining clear information about the image. Then, the k-means algorithm is utilized to identify the groups or classes based on the extracted features, which is used to train the classifier. Finally, the NSVMBCNN classification technique is implemented to classify the labels with increased efficiency and accuracy. The remaining section of the paper is organized as follows: "Related works" section presents a brief review of the existing research work related to image retrieval in image processing. "Proposed work" section presents a detailed description of the proposed work. "Clustering technique" section illustrates a performance analysis and comparative analysis of proposed work. "The novel SVM based convolutional neural networkclassifier (NSVMBCNN)" section involves a short discussion of the conclusions of the proposed work and future work.
Related works
This section presents selected existing works related to the image retrieval process [7] presented a novel image descriptor approach for retrieving several image scenes. In this approach, groups of pixels were considered together for accomplishing a high level semantics. The proposed method is used to identify equal, similarity among images. Proposed CIBR method comprises of three sections in it namely, dataset partitioning, feature extracted, and training classifier. Features are extracted by scale-space extrema detection, key point localization, orientation assignment, key point descriptor. A significant advantage of this approach was that highly discriminative features were produced for image content labeling, and four datasets were used for the evaluations.
Al-sahaf in [6] elucidated an innovative approach emphasizing the key components of a GP-criptor and evaluating of the progress of the program. This new approach needed direct contact with the raw pixel values, so there was no requirement for providing predefined/extracted features with human interventions. The proposed method generates a feature vector by accepting input as an image. Texture images rotation variation is managed in the proposed method by using a new terminal set, function set.
Image descriptors developed by using two labeled instances for a class. Furthermore, for this GP-criptorri, the manual combination of the key points for designing the rotation in-variant was not required. Fewer training instances were required for the development of the descriptor, which was useful for applications containing limited labeled data. Thus, the training cost was reduced due to the operating capabilities.
Ciocca et al. [8] elucidated a new approach for predicting complications over textured images using a genetic programming framework. Nonlinear combinations were allowed in this approach, where the related image feature interactions in the complexity perceptions could be clarified. Different GP candidate solutions were statistically analyzed; thus, the roughness memorability, number of regions, and chroma measurements were evaluated in the gray level image, which was dominant over other traditional methods. In [9] presented a challenging task regarding the application of satellite images through retrieval of useful images from the database. A content-based image retrieval technique was used for searching the specific images in the database, which was related to the search query. The textural features were extracted using a statistical approach. Ultimately, a region-based comparison was made with a Bayesian classifier that classified images via a probabilistic approach.
Related works on feature extractions
In [10] , local features composed of spatial domains were evaluated to demonstrate the implications of an comparing an image to a catalogue of an image. For overall feature extraction, the segmentation procedure was mandatory. The feature extraction is divided into two kinds: local features, global features. colour, shape, texture is local features utilized for detecting objects. Global features are employed for object classification. A new CBIR procedure was introduced to fuse the color and texture features. A color histogram (CH) was used to mine the color information. Texture features were mined by the use of the discrete wavelet transform (DWT) and edge histogram descriptor (EHD). A major limitation of this work was that this method did not use machine learning methodologies such as ANN .
Devi [11] clarified an innovative method for face recognition using an SVM classifier and a neural network. The SVM was used as a recognizer for the query image from the images returned by the retrieval process. Thus, the CBIR approach was more efficient than other conventional methods in terms of recognition rate and retrieval time.
Lu et al. [12] elucidated a novel face recognition approach by fusing shape and texture features. The shape feature representation, texture feature representation, fast faced retrieval by course to the find method techniques employed in the proposed method. The texture information of faces was extracted using modified Google Net. Next, these two features were fused and balanced with principal component analysis (PCA). To increase the efficiency, a coarse-to-fine search mechanism was employed for finding effectively similar objects. A scalability, the performance of facial attributes are improved. Wang [13] presented the challenges faced by content-based image retrieval (CBIR). A (CBIR) saves image database in the index file for joining it with the original image. Image descriptor is represented in vector format. The shape and the texture features were efficiently combined to improve the image retrieval rate. From the experimental results, significant improvements were achieved on well-known databases for the proposed method compared with other traditional methods.
Liu et al. [14] endorsed an image feature depiction method that was termed as a color difference histogram (CDH), and this method was utilized to describe image features for image retrieval. This method provided good discrimination power for color, texture, and shape features and spatial layout. And performance of the proposed method is analyzed by precision, recall. Two features are merged to obtain good results. The authors in [15] proposed an efficient method for retrieval of images of faces. For this process, singular values and potential-field representation were employed. Image is divided for representing and applies rotation invariant property, shift invariant property, scale-invariant property.
For the feature extraction process, properties of singular values were used to develop a compact global feature for face-image representation. The use of singular values as rotation-shift-scale-invariant global features produced reasonable retrieval results. General images such as texture, trademark requires attention, improvement for image representation. Kumar et al. [16] surveyed the retrieval of 2D images with multiple dimensions and multi-modality images from sources including a diverse collection of medical data. A (CBIR) is image method applying visual features like color, texture, shape for retrieving images. Then, these features were used to reduce the two limitations of sensory gaps and semantic gaps. The Euclidean distance was used to measure the features in terms of vector and distance metrics. The (CBIR) structure was utilized practically in the health care domain.
Guo et al. [17] used error diffusion block truncation coding features in content-based image retrieval. An extension of the EDBTC image retrieval system was used to index video by considering the video as a sequence of images. Then CHF, Bit pattern histogram identifies match among query and targeted image. This methodology achieved high accuracy, and the features were added into EDBT indexing. A disadvantage of this work was high complexity. An Image index for CIBR, Image compression was performed effectively by the proposed method.
Related works on existing methods
The Dubey [18] , represented a methodology of constructing a descriptor a locally by using a large scale of the neighbourhood that can be done by an order which is local directional out of other intensity values at various scales in a specific direction. The LDOP (local directional order pattern)-is evaluated by determining the connection between the central pixel and order index that are locally directional.
Wang et al. [19] modeled conditional random field (CRF) by using words that are semantically related, in which each and every vertex represent the final decision. This CRF used RVM to classify local evidence. Three major sections in the proposed architecture were binary image classifier, normalized Google distance, CRF model. Group of words for images was obtained by the binary classifier. The distance between the two words is extracted by NGD. CRF integrate ontologies, refine images. This paper also developed an algorithm to learn the weighted attributes of the CRF model.
Guo et al. [17] developed an image retrieval methodology which used ODBTC features to construct image attributes such as BPF and CCF. They are easily extracted from two ODBTC bitmap and quantizers with the involvement of codebooks visually. ODTBC is simple for describing images in CBIR system. Similar Images are analyzed by relative distance. Edge, shape, content of image are characterized by bit pattern feature.
Zhao et al. [20] represented seep semantic ranking for multi-image retrieval. In this paper deep convolution network is merged with hash functions for performing hash codes mapping. Handcrafted features are difficult to represent in the proposed method.
The proposed method was done using three ways deep hash functions, semantic ranking supervision, surrogate loss optimization. An input image is transformed and provided to convolution layers, fully connected layers in deep hash functions. Problems in SVM was resolved by semantic ranking supervision.
Lin et al. [21] proposed an efficient deep learning framework for creating binary codes by using (CNN) to retrieve large scale images. The idea was, in the presence of data labels, hidden layers are employed to represent the latent concept for the dominant class labels. The hash codes and images are learned in a pointwise manner instead of pairwise in other supervised methods of image retrieval. With simple alterations in deep CNN, this method showed 1% to 30% improved retrieval precision on MNIST and CIFR-10 data sets.
From the above review of the existing approaches, certain major issues in image retrieval was observed, such as high computational complexity, inaccurate feature extraction and classification, increased computational time, high cost, semantic gaps, reliability, and ineffective retrieval of images.
Previous research has examined the image retrieval process using different algorithms; however, certain limitations are present in the traditional image retrieval process, such as ineffective feature extraction, manual image annotation, and lower accuracy. To overcome these issues, a preprocessing technique with a median filter is used to remove the noise for better accuracy and reliability. The retrieval of images is effective due to using a trained classifier for the classification of selected features to retrieve the relevant data.
Proposed work
This section discusses the implementation of the image retrieval and classification technique to classify images that are present in a database. Initially, the images are taken as input from a dataset for preprocessing. Subsequently, the unwanted data are removed by using Gaussian filtering, and features are extracted to obtain the best color and texture features. The features obtained are optimized using modified genetic programming and are classified by using the NSVMBCNN.
An overall proposed flow is shown in Fig. 1 . Initially, an input image is taken from the dataset, and preprocessing is done using Gaussian filtering, which is very efficient for reducing contrast. Next, the color and texture features are extracted using IIBCF, GLCM and novel statistical feature techniques for acquiring effective features. Then, the k-means clustering technique is applied for label formation because of the efficiency of this technique.
A modified genetic programming method is utilized for optimization. The key point to make those algorithms are working, a genetic algorithm is used for obtaining optimized features from extracted color, shape and texture features. Here the used objective function is estimating the correlation for each extracted image features. The optimized features are processed by segregating as train features and test features and also the labeled results which are obtained from k-means clustering are considered as train and test label. These inputs are processed in NSUM-CNN classifier for retrieving the relevant images. Entire database images are labeled based on extracted features and this labeling result is used for classifying the image. Functioning's of pre-proposed
Pre-processing
Preprocessing is an initial step in image processing or retrieval [22] . From the database, the input images are extracted and then preprocessed to increase the efficiency. At this stage, the image features are enhanced using a Gaussian filter, which is used to remove the noise and blur present in the images. The preprocessing technique removes the image noise, and the image dimensions are also reduced. Additionally, this filter is helpful for edge detection. The Gaussian filter function is expressed as where σ is the standard deviation of the distribution, x is the distance from the origin along the horizontal axis, and y is the distance from the origin along the vertical axis. An advantage of our preprocessing is that the Gaussian filter makes the system much more efficient in terms of reducing contrast and blurring edges. Fig. 2d is from the Flickr dataset. The above images are preferred as the input images for the four datasets. With these input images, we perform preprocessing. Figure 3 shows the preprocessed images obtained from the input images. The European 1M, Corel 1K, LFW and Flickr 27 dataset preprocessed images of the given input are shown in Fig. 3a-d. ( 
Feature extraction
Feature extraction is the process in which the features are extracted from the input data and transferred into a set of features, splitting the accurate data from the massive set of databases and retrieving the appropriate and revealing features (also known as dimensionality reduction). In this stage, the image features (texture and color) are extracted [23] .
Colour features
Color cooccurrence features (CCFs) A huge quantity of information regarding the image content is presented in the color distribution of the pixels in the image. The distribution of image color provides the attributes of that image with the support of the CCFs. This type of matrix is used to compute the probability of the occurrence of a pixel together with nearby pixels, allowing for the evaluation of the color features of the desired color. Color features are extracted based on the intensity of the image, which makes the system more effective. Thus, the color feature extraction in our proposed work is effective due to the intensity-based color feature retrieval. Algorithm 1 depicts the image intensity-based the color features. Initially, the RGB is converted into a gray image. Then, in the second step, the color features are determined. Subsequently, the IIBCF values are calculated based on the intensity values. Thus, ultimately, the color features are extracted from the input image, for which the IIBCF feature values are the novel features for the color image [24] .
Texture feature

Texture features
Texture retrieval for feature extraction requires the following: gray level cooccurrence matrix (GLCM), and novel statistical features (NSF).
Gray level cooccurrence matrix GLCM
The GLCM is a statistical method of examining texture that states the spatial relationship of pixels, a gray-level cooccurrence matrix (GLCM), also known as the gray-level spatial dependence matrix, is a statistical method of examining texture that determines the spatial relationships of pixels. The GLCM operations demonstrate the texture of an image by evaluating how often pairs of pixel with exact values and specified spatial relationships occur in an image, producing a GLCM and extracting statistical measures from this matrix [25] .
A GLCM includes pixel position information, which assumes the values of a graylevel matrix. This parameter is a two-dimensional array whose columns and rows depict the set of probable values of that image. Twelve statistical features, namely, autocorrelation, inverse different moment, entropy, energy, homogeneity, sum of squares, dissimilarity, correlation, cluster prominence, maximum probability, inverse different moment and contrast, are extracted from the cooccurrence matrix. A GLCM Pd [i, j] is initially defined by the identification of a displacement vector d = (dx, dy) and the addition of all sets of pixels separated by d that are have gray levels i and j.
Information regarding the positions of the pixels is retrieved by the GLCMA GLCM is utilized in this work to acquire more information about an image and provides an interpretation of the co-occurrence matrix. An advantage of the cooccurrence matrix calculations is that the cooccurring pairs of pixels can be spatially related in several orientations related to distance and angular spatial relationships, considering the associations between two pixels at a time. Finally, the mixture of gray levels and the respective positions are determined [26] 
Novel statistical features (NSF)
The statistical features are defined as the correlations between adjacent pixels. The features are extracted by computing the mean, median, standard deviation, skewness, kurtosis, coefficient of variance, covariance, correlation, and entropy. These computations give a set of feature vectors for an image. An NSF is an efficient method for acquiring statistical information.
Shape feature, here the Gaussian filter pre-processed the input image which in turn extract the shape feature. The shape is an important attribute for identifying and recognizing objects. This feature can be extracted by using two techniques namely, (1) contour based technique-which calculates are the shape from image boundary, (2) region based technique-extracts the whole region of the image.
Clustering technique
In this clustering approach, k-means clustering is used. The k-means clustering algorithm is commonly used. Clustering techniques are used to label images in the database regarding color, size and shape. The entire database images are labeled based on extracted features and this labelling result is used for classifying the image. An optimization is performed on the extracted features using a modified genetic algorithm to acquire a better image retrieval process. The k-means clustering technique is used for classification processes in which an activation update is performed. Finally, the resulting images are retrieved [27] .
k-means clustering
According to the Euclidean distance, assign each pixel to the nearest cluster with the newly computed centroids calculated based on the estimation of the distance between the centroids and pixels . step 4:Compute the new centroid with all the pixels assigned to the same cluster. step 5: Iterate Steps 1-4 until the maximum number of iterations is reached or all the resulting clusters remain unchanged. step 6: The image pixels processed are ultimately labeled with the last assigned cluster centroids. End A specified set of image pixels is segregated into predefined K groups, as in [28] ; thus, the pixels similar to each other are in the same group. Primarily, the K-centroid is assessed for a given group of pixels, and the distance of a pixel to the centroid of its group is assumed to be shorter than those of the pixel to the centroids of other groups. To find the most suitable centroid for each pixel, the Euclidean distances between the pixel and each centroid are computed and compared; then, the pixel is assigned to the group with the nearest centroid.
After all the pixels are computed and assigned, the new centroids are computed according to the pixels in the same group. The new centroids may be computed or estimated several times until the maximum number of iterations is reached or the centroids remain unchanged. The final centroids are used as the labels of the pixels in the corresponding centroid group, and later, the labels are used to train the naïve Bayes classifier. Thus, the k-means results generally become increasingly lower as the iterative computations progress [28] .
where �(x j i − c j )� 2 denotes the distance between pixels xij to the group to the group center, n is the total number of data points obtained in the group, and K is the total number of groups or clusters. The centroid calculation for K clusters is k = 1, 2, 3, ..., K Euclidean distance calculation:
In this work k means clustering approach has been chosen due to its simple, fast and efficient clustering procedure
The novel SVM based convolutional neural network classifier (NSVMBCNN)
A NSVMBCNN classifier is utilized in our work to acquire the benefits of both SVM and CNN approaches. The classification approach is better in which every image features are acquired from the train feature matrix to get the class values. With this novel classifier, the precision and recall value achieves higher as it specified below in the metrics. The optimized features are processed by segregating as train features and test features and also the labeled results which are obtained from k-means clustering are considered as train and test label. These inputs are processed in NSVMB-CNN classifier for retrieving the relevant images. 
Optimization using modified genetic algorithm
In this study genetic algorithm is used for obtaining optimized features from extracted colour, shape and texture features. Here the used objective function is estimating the correlation for each extracted image features. There are several key components that are needed to define the genetic programming, including terminals, functions, fitness functions, reproductions, crossovers, and mutations. To find an optimal solution for assigning reasonable weights to the classes based on features such as color, texture and shape, a genetic algorithm is employed in this proposed approach. The iteration process starts with the set of training images combined with the acknowledged decisions.
Initially, the GP activates on a very large population of random combination functions. According to the information from the training images, the combination functions are evaluated. The genetic transformation is used for processing until the stopping criteria is reached. The process generally creates and estimates the next generation population in an iterative manner. By developing a population with various generations, the GP pursues improved combination functions. By applying genetic transformations, for example, mutations, crossovers and reproductions, the population individuals are modified.
In this modified GP, from the elements of the terminal and function sets, individual programs are constructed. A tree based GP is used for characterizing the individual (i.e., image descriptor) progress through the GP-criptor, in which the terminal set provides the terminal nodes, i.e., leaves. From the function set, every nonterminal node is drawn. Furthermore, strongly typed GP (STGP) is employed for announcing the node restrictions. Each individual is a set of synthesized formulas that is used to extract the feature vectors.
Four nodes comprise the terminal set: (1) min (_x), (2) max (_x), (3) mean(_x), and (4) stdev (_x), which are functions that return the minimum, maximum, mean, and standard deviation values of the elements of a vector, respectively. These functions are preferred based on their order independence while extracting features. On the other hand, vector value scuffling does not affect the results of these functions. The rotation variants of the pixels is significant and should be handled properly. The vector of the integer value is acquired from the terminal nodes, and a single floating point value is returned. The terminal set is the main difference between the GP-criptor and GP-criptorri.
In GP-criptor, the original pixel values of the sliding window, which is randomly selected, are the leaf nodes of the evolved program; however, the leaf nodes in the GP-criptorri are the pixel values statistics of the sliding window. There are five nodes in the function set, i.e., code, and the four arithmetic operators +, /, -and *. The arithmetic operators have the standard definitions, yet / is secure, thus, this operator returns zero when the denominator is zero to avoid the "division by zero" problem. Spaced out from code, two input arguments are taken by those functions, and a single output is returned.
Furthermore, the input and output are floating-point values; therefore, an input node can be taken from the output of one node. Several operators are used in this approach, including trigonometric functions and logical operators, which signifies another crucial advantage of the GP-criptorri: The descriptors designed by the researchers are not more flexible. The predefined numbers of the argument are taken from the code node, and binary code is returned. Due to type incongruity between the output of the code node and the output of the other function node, the code node does not appear as a child of the other node. The code node exists in the individual tree root, and separate individuals consume only one code node. By using 0 as a threshold, the node converts the input to binary. To construct the feature vector, the generated codes are used [6] .
Algorithm 4: MGP: Modified Genetic Algorithm
Input: Initialised group of image pixels Output: Labelled clusters step 1: : t← 0 step 2:InitPopulation [P(t)]; Initialises the population. The MGP is shown in Algorithm 4. The population is initialized, and then evaluations are made. After this process, a new solution has been created and evaluated. Finally, the genetic operators are applied to obtain effective results Figure 4 shows similar query images from the European 1M dataset. Five images are selected as queries from each group. If the group contains less than five images, all of the images are used as a query. Figure 5 shows similar query images from the Corel 1K dataset. This research uses the commercially accessible Corel photograph gallery, which contains 1000 color images sized 384 * 256 pixels. Figure 6 shows similar query images from the Labeled Faces in the Wild (LFW) dataset, which is a database of photographs of faces designed for studying the problem of unconstrained facial recognition. The Flickr logo dataset similar query images are shown in Fig. 7 . Figure 4 shows the similar query images of the European 1M, Corel-1k, LFW and Flickr 27 datasets. Figure 4 shows the similar query image for the European 1M dataset. Five images are selected as queries from each group. If the group contains less than five images, then all the images are used as queries. Figure 5 presents the similar query image for the Corel-1k dataset. The commercially accessible Corel photograph gallery, which contains 1000 coloured images with 384 * 256 pixels, used in this study. Figure 6 shows the similar query image for the LFW dataset, which is a database of face photographs designed for studying the 
Performance analysis
This section discusses the performance results of the proposed technique on the dataset. Comparative analysis of the proposed dataset is used to evaluate the proposed method versus an existing other methods. The metrics are sensitivity, specificity, accuracy, precision, recall, and retrieval time. Notably, the NSVMBCNN classification provides effective results.
Datasets
The European 1M, Corel 1K, Flickr 27, LFW datasets are used in this work to evaluate the performance measures. These datasets are individually discussed below to evaluate the efficiency of the proposed method. Table 2 shows the parametric analyses of the various datasets.
Performance measures
Accuracy: The accuracy is how close a measured value is to a standard or known value [29] . Accuracy is also associated with the weighted arithmetic mean of the precision and inverse precision (weighted by the bias) and the weighted arithmetic mean of the recall and inverse recall (weighted by the prevalence) Precision [30] : The precision is a basic measure for evaluating the performance of classification techniques. In image retrieval, precision is the fraction of retrieved images that are relevant to the query images. Precision is calculated as follows:
The average retrieval precision is calculated by the following equation, where Ds is the total number of correctly retrieved images.
Recall [30] : The recall measures the prediction ability of models and is mainly used to select the instance of a certain class from a dataset. The recall is also called the sensitivity, which is calculated as follows:
Average retrieval rate is calculated as
where, A-number of relevant images retrieved, B-total number of images retrieved, ARP-average retrieval precision, TP-true postive, TN-true negative, FP-false postive, FN-false negative, and DB-database. Table 1 , shows that provide the evidence of our proposed method, we have used four different data set such as European 1M dataset, Corel-1k Dataset, LFW Dataset and Flickr Logos 27. However, we tested the SVM, and CNN with proposed methods on datasets based on performance analysis for each of TP, TN FP, FN, accuracy, precision, recall. Our proposed method better results than existing other methods. Table 2 and Fig. 8 portray the analysis of the performance measures in terms of precision, recall, accuracy, sensitivity and specificity. The accuracy is one of the significant measures; here, the algorithm acquires higher accuracy on the LFW dataset than on the other datasets. Similarly, the Corel 1K dataset achieves better values for all the parametric measures. The ranges of sensitivity four datasets performance measures are analysis to identify the efficiencies of the algorithm on the datasets.
European 1M dataset
The European Cities 1M dataset consists of 909,940 geo-tagged images from 22 European cities, scraped from Flickr using geographic queries covering a window of each city center. A subset of 1081 images from Barcelona is annotated into 35 groups depicting the same scene; 17 of the groups are landmark scenes, and 18 are nonlandmark scenes. Since not all the scenes are landmarks, the annotation cannot rely on tags but rather relies on a combination of visual query expansion and manual clean-up. Five images are selected as queries from each group. If the group contains less than five images, all of them are used as a query. The NSVMBCNN learning model achieves better accuracy, precision and recall rate than the RVM owing to the accurate clustering model, which is shown in Fig. 9 . The categorization of separate sets of features through image intensity-based color feature approaches that are employed in earlier clustering enables the accurate processing of labels with respect to these images. Therefore, the classification performance of the entire system escalates accordingly. The devised NSVMBCNN approach shows significantly enhanced performance compared with the existing RVM [19] classifier 1 Figure 9 , it depicts that the RVM method is compared with our proposed method to evaluate the precision, recall and F-measure. In this approach, European Cities 1M dataset acquires 96%, 95.9% and 97.3% which is comparatively much better than the RVM approach. Fig. 10 show comparative analyses of the precision for the existing and proposed methods. Precision comparisons are made for different numbers of retrieved images. At a retrieval image rate of 10, the existing approach attains a precision of 99.5, which is 0.5% lower than that of the proposed approach. For the image retrieval rate of 20, the RVM achieves a precision of only 99.1, which is comparatively lower than that of the NSVMBCNN. Ultimately, for the 100 image retrieval rate, NSVMBCNN achieves s a precision of 98.023. Table 3 and Fig. 10 show comparative analyses of the recall of the RVM and the proposed method. The table and graph show that for the consecutive image retrieval rate, the precision is high for our proposed NSVMBCNN when compared with the RVM. At an image retrieval rate of 100, a precision of 95.91 is achieved, which is almost 4% less than the proposed NSVMBCNN precision of 99.73. At last 100 image retrieval rate of F-measure, the proposed NSVM-CNN for the existing method is higher than the RVM method. 
Corel-1k dataset
In the implementation of this method, the Corel 1K dataset is used. This research uses the commercially accessible Corel photograph gallery, which contains 1000 color images with 384 * 256 pixels. All the images in the database are grouped into 10 classes, where each class involves 100 images with several semantic groups, such as 'beach' , 'building' , 'people' , 'elephant' , 'dinosaur' , 'flower' , 'mountain' , 'food' , 'horse' and 'bus' . Pictures belonging to the same class or semantic group are considered similar images 2 Figure 11 shows that the NSVMBCNN learning model achieves a better accuracy, precision and recall rate than the DSCop [31] owing to the accurate clustering model. Therefore, the classification performance of the entire system escalates accordingly. The devised NSVMBCNN approach shows significantly enhanced performance compared with the existing DSCoP classifier with a stipulated enhancement of 45 and 40% for the precision and recall, respectively. Figure 11 depicts that the DSCOP method is compared with our proposed method to evaluate the precision, recall and F-measure. In this approach, Flickr dataset acquires 98%, 98% and 98% which is comparatively much better than the LDOP approach Table 4 and Fig. 12 show comparative analyses of the precision for the existing DSCOP and proposed NSVMBCNN. An existing DSCOP method is considered for analysis of the precision value with our proposed method. When the proposed NSVMBCNN is compared with the existing DSCOP regarding the Corel 1K dataset, the results achieved by the DSCOP show greater deviations. For an image retrieval rate of 20, the precision rate of the DSCOP is 75, which is less than the 99.46 of the proposed NSVMBCNN. Finally, for an image retrieval rate of 100, the proposed method yields 98, providing better precision. Table 4 and Fig. 12 show comparative analyses of the recall for the existing DSCOP [29] and proposed NSVMBCNN. An existing DSCOP method is considered for analysis of the recall value with our proposed method. When the proposed NSVMBCNN is compared with the existing DSCOP regarding the Corel 1K dataset, the results achieved by the DSCOP show greater deviations. For an image retrieval rate of 20, the recall rate of the DSCOP is 15, which is less than the 93.97 of the proposed NSVMBCNN. Finally, for an image retrieval rate of 100, the proposed method yields 98, providing better recall. Image retrieval rate of F-measure, the proposed NSVM-CNN from these results, it is recognized that our proposed work does well than the existing approach.
Table 5 [32] show the comparative analysis of the proposed and existing system for the Corel 1k dataset in which the proposed technique provides 89.143 precision rate. 
LFW dataset
Labeled Faces in the Wild is a database of face photographs designed for studying the problem of unconstrained face recognition. The dataset contains more than 13,000 images of faces collected from the web. Each face has been labeled with the name of the person pictured. A total of 1680 of the people pictured have two or more distinct photos in the dataset. The only constraint on these faces is that the faces were detected by the Viola-Jones face detector 3 . Figure 13 shows the LDOP method compared with our proposed method regarding the precision and recall measures. Our approach achieves values of 80 and 100% in the LFW dataset for 100 images retrieved, which is comparatively much better than those of the LDOP approach [18] . Figure 13 depicts that the LDOP method is compared with our proposed method to evaluate the precision recall and F-measure. In this approach, Flickr dataset acquires 80%, 100% and 88.8% which is comparatively much better than the LDOP approach. Table 7 and Fig. 14 shows the precision values for the existing and proposed methods. At the initial image retrieval rate of 10, the LDOP has better precision than the proposed method. However, for the largest image retrieval rate of 100, the precision is high for NSVMBCNN and is much better than that of the LDOP, which yields only 25% precision. Table 7 and Fig. 14 describe the recall values of the existing and proposed approaches. The existing LDOP value is more or less equal compared with that of our proposed approach. However, when the image retrieval rate increases, the recall value of the NSVMBCNN increases. Image retrieval rate of F-measure, an existing LDOP value is more or less equal when compared to our proposed approach. Yet, if the image retrieval rate increases the recall value of NSVM-CNN is also increased.
Flickr Logos 27
In the server uploading process, the proposed search engine is loaded with Flickr (for image) and geospatial (for web content) datasets. To show the efficiency of the proposed method, the system is validated with a set of performance metrics such as average time taken to retrieve the results, precision, recall, F-measure and average similarity. Figure 16 shows the CCF + BPF method compared with our proposed method regarding Figure 15 depicts the comparison of the CCF + BPF method with our proposed method to evaluate the precision and recall measures. It depicts that the CCF + BPF method is compared with our proposed method to evaluate the precision, recall and F-measure. In this approach, Flickr dataset acquires 85.78%, 99.69% and 92.2% which is comparatively much better than the CCF + BPF approach. Table 8 and Fig. 16 depict comparative analyses of the precision for the existing CCF + BPF and proposed NSVMBCNN. For several numbers of retrieved images, precision comparisons are made. At a retrieval image rate of 10, the existing approach attains 98.87 precision, which is 99.78% less than the proposed approach. For the image retrieval rate of 20, the CCF + BPF achieves a precision of only 96.11, which is comparatively lower than that of the NSVMBCNN. For the 100 image retrieval rate, the NSVMBCNN achieves a precision of 88.78, which is better than that of the existing method. Table 8 and Fig. 16 portray the comparative analysis of the recall for the CCF + BPF and proposed method. A table and graph show that for consecutive image retrieval rates, the recall is high for our proposed NSVMBCNN compared with that of CCF + BPF. At an image retrieval rate of 100, 82% recall is achieved, which is almost 17.69% lower than that obtained by the proposed NSVMBCNN, which produced a recall of 99.69. The simulation output supports these results. Image retrieval rate of F-measure. An existing CCF + BBF value is more or less equal when compared to our proposed approach. Yet, if the image retrieval rate increases the recall value of NSVM-CNN is also increased. Figure 17 portrays the European 1M dataset simulation output, in which the precision is 93, recall is 98.3 and retrieval rate (accuracy) is 86.77. Figure 18 portrays the Corel 1K dataset simulation output, in which the precision is 98, recall is 98 and retrieval rate (accuracy) is 96. Figure 19 portrays the LFW dataset simulation output, in which the precision is 80, recall is 100 and retrieval rate (accuracy) is 97.14. Figure 20 portrays the Flickr 27 dataset simulation output, in which the precision is 75.78, recall is 99.69 and retrieval rate (accuracy) is 70.72. Figure 17 presents the precision, recall and retrieval rate for the European 1M dataset, with values of 93.0, 98.7 and 86.7. Figure 18 shows the precision, recall and retrieval rate for the Corel 1K dataset, with values of 98, 98 and 96%. Better performance is achieved for the LFW dataset, especially the retrieval rate, which is shown in Fig. 19 . Finally, in Fig. 20 , the Flickr 27 dataset precision, recall, and retrieval rate performance metrics are presented, and the precision and recall values are better than retrieval rate.
The results are better for the proposed approach than for those of the existing RVM, DSCOP, LDOP and CCF + BPF algorithms. The best results for the proposed approach can be obtained by using a modified genetic algorithm with CNN-based classification.
Conclusion
In this paper, the image retrieval process is a major task. Existing method LDOP, DSCOP, CCCF, BPF are harder for selecting kernel function. In order to resolve this problem, the proposed method is employed by using NSVM-CNN. Proposed method comprises of data preprocessing, feature extraction, feature optimization. Preprocessing was applied by Gaussian filtering for eliminating improper data. Features texture, color are extracted depending upon image intensity. The texture feature is considered as GLCM, novel statistical and the color feature is extracted as image intensity based color features. These features are grouped by k-means clustering to form label. Finally, the genetic algorithm proposed to optimize the extracted features and then NSVM-CNN trained and retrieve the relevant images. The proposed method is preferred because of its improved accuracy, performance. The precision, recall and retrieval rate is increased when compared with the other existing techniques. This technique offers the best and accurate results. The empirical results that are represented here make the proposed approach to help in the medical field. i.e. in diagnose sections which completely rely on image retrieval. Currently, in this paper, the proposed approach consists of a range of 5000 datasets. Furthermore, in future, this proposed approach may be utilized in the Big Data Analytics field which will employ more than 2L datasets. 
